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P.S. don’t forget to choose a killer backdrop to really take it to the next level. The veil wrap If you’re rocking a veil on your wedding day, you’ll want to try this great wedding photography pose. The hug Who doesn’t love a hug? However you plan to end your reception, remember this: Your exit is just as important as your entrance! We love this
wedding shot because it includes not just the happy couple, but all of the guests in attendance. Take a seat and let your photographer do the rest. A great photographer will have their eyes on you at all times. The Getaway Photo: Georgia Rachael Photography Your wedding album should end the way your wedding day ends: With you and your love
getting in the car, pulling down the driveway, or walking off into the sunset. Want your album to be the best wedding album ever? The opposite views Stand facing opposite directions to give the partner face-to-face with the photographer the spotlight without letting them steal the entire show. The Send-Off Photo: Bella Austin/Ashley Upchurch Some
couples have their friends and family make an archway or a tunnel for them to run through. It’s also the moment that your married life really begins. How you handle the moment is up to you; just make sure your photographer gets it on film. The sitting pretty Got a cute bench at your venue? That reaction is pretty much the kickoff to your entire
wedding celebration. The face touch Similar to the loving look, but a little bit different. Grab your partner and drape the veil over both of your heads. Ask your photographer to capture that magic by following you as you walk away. This image can be of your backs or of you looking back towards the camera — whichever way you prefer. Lie down on
the ground inside or outside of your venue and get your photographer to take pictures of you from above. This is the part of the day when you’re BEAMING with smiles, where you can’t believe that you are so lucky to have married your best friend. This is your first moment as an actual married couple — it should be captured for posterity so you can
show it to your grandchildren in 30 years! Related: DIY Wedding Arch Ideas for Your Ceremony The Newlyweds Shot Photo: Grace Gatto The ceremony exit is one of our all-time favorite wedding photo ops. The heel pop A heel pop is a great way to sweeten up your wedding pictures and show off your drop-dead gorgeous wedding shoes in one fell
swoop. After all, it’s the photographer’s job to capture every moment of the big day. Head to Bella Bridesmaids to find the perfect bridesmaids dresses! The First Kiss Photo: Bella Seattle/Photography by Turkan You’ve said your vows. Just stare lovingly into your partner’s eyes so that your photographer can capture just how much you love each other.
And when you finally get the wedding pictures back, you’ll get to relive every moment of your big day all over again. Just prepare yourself for the hard part: deciding which ones actually make it into your wedding album! For more wedding ideas and inspiration, follow us on Pinterest, Facebook, and Instagram! This will show off your playful sides and
the beauty of your venue all at once. Either way, it’s crucial to get the groom’s reaction to the bride, and vice versa. The loving look This one is far from tricky. But trust me, if you do it for one or two shots, you won’t regret it. But the first dance isn’t just the first dance of the wedding reception. It’s the first dance of a lifetime of dances that you will
share together! Related: 9 Best First Dance Wedding Songs for 2021-2022 The Cutting of the Cake Photo: Bella Little Rock/Lela & Lyla Photography Depending on your style, there are a few different ways that couples handle the cutting of the cake ritual. If you’ve never done a full-blown editorial shoot or even tried your hand at modelling, posing for
your wedding photos can feel pretty awkward. These can be taken at any moment after the ceremony or during the reception. You’ll want some faraway shots and some close-ups for your album. Maybe you’re doing a planned first look so you can have your wedding photoshoot before the ceremony begins. The lie-down Want to get artsy with your
wedding photos? The nose-to-nose An Eskimo kiss may just be the sweetest type of kiss there is, especially in a picture. Find your wedding photographer on WeddingWire » Photo: Bella NYC/Bloom Photography Aside from the happy couple, their parents, and the bridal party, the most important person at a wedding just might be the photographer.
You’ve exchanged your rings. The Vows Photo: Bella Charlotte/Abie Livesay There will be that magical moment when you’re standing at the altar, holding hands, gazing into each other’s eyes, and saying your vows. Ask your photographer for a variety of options, including close-ups and full-body options. The sweet embrace Ask your partner to hold
you by the waist and pop a kiss on their cheek or mouth for a cute close-up shot. The hand kiss Act like a true gent and kiss your partner on the hand. These are shots that you’ll definitely want to include in your photo album. Here are the essential wedding poses to try. This may require some extra equipment, like a drone, but the end result is totally
worth it. You’ll want to ask your wedding photographer to stand a bit farther away, so they get your entire ensembles from head-to-toe in the shot. The cute and casual Relax, pop a couple of jokes during your wedding portrait shoot, and see if any candid magic can be captured. Your photographer will likely take dozens of photos of you and your soonto-be spouse throughout the wedding ceremony. Is there a cool storefront you and your partner can cozy up in front of? This wedding pose looks like a frame from a Disney movie and is definitely worth sampling. But the most important photos are the ones of just the two of you. You can hold hands, strut side-by-side or even dance it out for something
a little different. P.S. there will probably be a lot of candids of this, too. The handhold This tried and true wedding pose is sweet and simple, but definitely won’t disappoint. The dip This is another dance move-inspired pose that always looks great. The look away The last thing you want to do on your wedding day is take your eyes on your partner. The
lift As we learned from Dirty Dancing everybody loves a lift. The cheek kiss This one’s a little sweeter and more demure than a kiss shot, but still a necessity for any wedding album. Stand back-to-back for a pose that looks a bit more editorial than a classic kiss or hug shot. Soundtrack suggestion: “Where You Lead” by Carole King. The cute cuddle

Cozy up with your partner’s arm around you for an intimate shot that can be taken almost anywhere. The walk away Are the backs of your ensembles just as pretty as the fronts? They’re simple, they’re stunning and anyone can do these couple poses. Now, we’re not saying you need to go through some America’s Next Top Model-style boot camp or
hire a professional to help you get your looks just right, but you probably want to familiarize yourselves with some key wedding photo poses before your big day arrives. The back-to-back OK, this is the last option where you won’t be looking at your partner, I promise. The faux first dance Have a first dance before your first dance, preferably at the
peak of golden hour. So before your big day arrives, talk to your photographer to make sure that they know to get all of the shots most important to you. That way you’ll get a cool dancing shot without any accidental photobombers in the background. You can smile through the mesh or get another killer kiss picture with a bit of extra oomph. Now the
only thing left to do is kiss! When your officiant says, “You may kiss the bride,” your photographer should start snapping away like crazy. The more involved your guests are in the moment, the better this photo will be. They’ll snap shots of the entire wedding party and all the guests. This looks great close-up and faraway. It’s a moment you’ll probably
never forget, a moment that you’ll be able to play over and over in your mind for decades to come. So no matter how experienced your photographer may be, it’s always a good idea to give them a list of moments that you want on film. Some couples smash cake in each other’s faces. Let’s face it, you’re going to be making out a lot on your wedding
day, anyway, so getting these pics won’t be too tough. Sometimes the more casual, less pose-y shots are the best of the bunch. They should have plenty of chances to snap at least a few shots of you and your beloved hugging, kissing, smiling, or being goofy. The kiss from behind A top-notch couple pose for a wedding portrait that’s especially great if
your partner is on the taller side. Is there a booth the two of you can grab? These can feel more intimate than the kiss pics, so you’ve got to get a few. Wedding photography is an art, and every photographer does it differently. Adding a light hand on your partner’s face will make the shot even more romantic, so it’s worth trying out, too. Create a little
space between you and your partner (I know, this is tough, especially on your wedding day) and grasp each other’s hands. This is the last image your guests will see of you as you embark on your new life together as a married couple. This is a moment that everyone loves. The stroll Take your partner’s hand and go on a little walking tour of your venue
while your photographer works their magic. And while those are great, it’s the candid pictures that usually capture the essence of the day the best. Stand a few feet away from your partner and give them a cute wink or little laugh. Some couples play it cool and feed each other a small bite. The bride’s family … the groom’s family … the families
together, you know the ones we’re talking about. Alternatively, if you want to get both of your rings, you can lightly layer your hands-on top of one another. It’s the moment that you’ve been dreaming of through months of planning … because now comes the best part: the dancing, the drinking, and the food! Whether you’re walking down a church
aisle or exiting down the sand at your beach wedding, make sure your photographer gets lots of images of this moment. Ask your partner to dip you like they would on the dancefloor for a romantic full-body shot. They’ll take pictures of the happy bride getting her hair done, the groom dancing with his mom, and the wedding cake at the reception. And
it’s a special moment that deserves to be captured on film for eternity. Related: How to Throw a Roaring Great Gatsby Wedding Conclusion Wedding photographers will take hundreds, sometimes even thousands, of photos at a wedding. This fun wedding photography pose will remind you that your big day wasn’t a 100% solemn and serious affair.
Don’t worry – while it’d be impressive, it doesn’t need to be a full overhead lift for it to look totally magical on film. Pose in a way that showcases your new bauble, like placing your left hand on the back of your partner’s head or on their shoulder. All couples should expect to take plenty of photos in the traditional wedding poses. Don’t let that moment
pass by without getting at least a few snaps in! Note: If you have to postpone your wedding due to coronavirus, we want to help. To help you out, we've picked out some great wedding photography poses from the albums of real Canadian couples. The faraway love If you’re working with a cool space, this photo is a must. The overhead This is an
adorable pose. Your guests can help make the moment even more special by shooting off confetti cannons or holding sparklers in their hands as you make your way out. Grab your partner and give ‘em a big ‘ol bear hug. The piggyback Add a touch of playfulness to your wedding photo album by jumping on your partner’s back for a piggyback picture.
It’s always a good one! The Candid Snap Photo: Aga Jones When you meet with your photographer before the big day, be sure to tell them that you want lots of candid close-ups. The ring shot Yes, you’ll want plenty of pics of your smiling faces, but let’s be honest – you also want a money shot of your gorgeous new ring. Get a full-body shot of your
partner hoisting you up into the air. Some have their venue shoot off fireworks in the background. When you get your wedding photos back, these candid snaps might be the ones that stand out the most, because you won’t even remember them being taken! Related: Bridesmaids Poses and Camera Tricks The First Dance Photo: Bella Los
Angeles/Photography by Charise When your arms are wrapped around each other in your first dance, you’ll probably see lots of camera flashes going off around the reception venue. It’s traditional for both couples to cut the first slice of cake together, but what you do with it from there is up to you. Find a spot to lie down and have your photographer
take an overhead shot of your faces interlocked. The classic kiss Obviously, your wedding album is gonna require a smooching shot. And it’s a big job to do! They’ll take photos of the wedding bouquet and wedding rings. The forehead-to-forehead Share an intimate moment and stand with your foreheads touching and your eyes closed. Here are the
nine essential bride and groom pictures that every wedding needs! The First Look Photo: Angel Sheree Photography Maybe you’ll get your first look at your new spouse as you’re walking down the aisle. The classic smile Just cheese it up for the camera and give your photographer a pair of million-dollar smiles! The almost kiss Not quite a kiss, but still
pretty darn cute. Read our full guide to postponing a wedding for more info.
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